The last 15 years have seen a rapid expansion in studies on human visual evoked potentials (VEP), both a t the fundamental and at the clinical level. A wide variety of stimulus conditions have been explored,' new types of mathematical tools have been i n t r o d~c e d ,~.~ and there has been an increasing appreciation of possible VEP correlates with underlying physiological mechanisms! Variability of the folding and size of the human striate cortex' as well as the remote location of human scalp electrodes, however, limits the accurate localization of human VEP components to particular cortical structures. In this regard it would seem desirable to explore the VEP of a laboratory animal closely related to the human.
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In this paper I discuss two approaches that may prove both useful and complementary in deciphering visual evoked potentials in monkey, and by extrapolation, in man.
The first approach involves the use of fine stimulus control, noting the degree to which the VEP amplitude varies with small changes in stimulus characteristics. The second approach, still in the preliminary stages, involves the use of current source density analysis, a method to localize the generating processes of the VEP to specific cortical laminae and sublaminae.
STIMULUS CONTROL OF SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL FREQUENCY
The ability of the human observer to see variations in brightness, either in time or in space, has been measured psychophysically by obtaining the temporal or the spatial modulation sensitivity functions, respectively. In time, this involves the plotting of the reciprocal of threshold modulation (the sensitivity) required to see flicker a t various temporal frequencies.6 In space, it involves the measurement of sensitivity for different spatial frequencies of sine wave gratings. The curve relating contrast sensitivity to spatial frequency is a broad unimodal one (the dashed line in FIGURE l ) , peaking around 5 cycles/deg.' Rather than being determined by a single mechanism, there is good evidence to suggest that this contrast sensitivity function reflects the upper envelope of sensitivities of many different subsystems, each tuned to a much more narrow range of spatial frequencies.
Psychophysical evidence indicates that one can adapt a spatial frequency "channel,'' having a tuning function approximating a bandwidth of about 1 octave, much more narrow than the overall contrast sensitivity function.' Electrophysiological evidence provides a biological substrate for such channels. Cortical cells have a narrow range of preferred spatial frequencies, much narrower than that reflected by the psychophysical contrast sensitivity function. The center frequency of each cell can Annals N e w York Academy of Sciences vary over quite a range. FIGURE 1 shows the relationship between the tuning function of individual cortical cells as obtained by DeValois, et ~1 .~ in relation to the psychophysical curve. The range of spatial frequency tunings of individual cortical cells is consistent with the overall sensitivity curve obtained psychophysically.
What should be expected if we were to record from the surface of the skull of the human or monkey, plotting VEP amplitude as a function of spatial frequency? If there were many narrowly tuned mechanisms, each tuned to a slightly different spatial frequency and if each mechanism or cell type could be recorded with approximately equal weighting on the surface of the scalp, then one might expect that the contrast evoked potential results would mirror those obtained by psychophysics.
In fact, the first systematic investigation relating VEP to spatial frequency showed such a relation." By presenting counterphase-modulated sinusoidal gratings to human observers (essentially equivalent to exchanging the bright and dark bars of the grating) at a reversal rate of 16 Hz, Campbell and Maffei noted a linear relationship between VEP amplitude and log contrast of the grating. Extrapolating this linear function to zero pV, they obtained a VEP estimate of the contrast threshold, one that appeared rather close to that obtained by psychophysics. These results suggested that the VEP indeed reflects the psychophysics and that by making VEP measurements one could hope to tap the envelope of activities of highly representative sets of visual cortical neurons. As such, the VEP could be considered as an alternative technique to obtain results that could be obtained psychophysically.
Upon closer examination, using much more resolution and over a wider range of conditions, however, we have shown that the human steady-state VEP has perhaps the opposite characteristic." Rather than being broadly tuned to spatial frequency, it was generally very sharply tuned (FIGURE 2) and with great reproducibility. Furthermore, these spatial frequency tuning functions were highly dependent on temporal frequen- cy. Thus, rather than speaking of a simple spatial or temporal frequency function, it is more accurate to speak of a multiple peaked spatial/temporal frequency surface (FIGURE 3).
Steady-state surface VEPs recorded in alert cats and alert monkeys revealed a qualitatively similar picture.'*," For example, in the alert monkey, trained to fixate a spot to receive a water reward, the spatial and temporal frequency tuning was as sharp or sharper than that seen for humans (FIGURE 4). Note that in this figure, the amplitude versus spatial frequency tuning function is a very sharply peaked one, centered on 10 cycles/deg, and that, for a t least 4 electrode placements, there is essentially no response below about 3 cycles/deg. Thus, for surface recording from this monkey, the spatial frequency tuning function is as narrow as that seen for individual cortical neurons in the same species. They compare well with the results of DeValois ef af.? as seen in FIGURE 1 and more directly with the results of Schiller et af.,I4 who plotted spike counts as a function of spatial frequency. Tuning in the temporal frequency domain was also very sharp for the monkey VEP. FIGURE 5 shows the relation between temporal frequency and the VEP amplitude for 4 spatial frequencies, also showing the progressive variation of phase lag with increasing temporal frequen-CY.
The existence of very narrow spatial frequency tuning in the VEP raises a wide range of questions. Why was it not seen by Campbell and Maffeil'? Is it the only response that can be obtained? What does it mean in terms of the genesis of these steady-state visually evoked potentials?
Campbell and Maffei's results were restricted to very few electrode placements and the results of only one temporal frequency were reported. Our own results indicate that results like that found by Campbell and Maffei can be obtained both in the . Each curve is plotted from a baseline at its frequency specified on the ordinate with VEP amplitude plotted as an EEG signal/noise ratio at the recording frequency. Note the high degree of stimulus specificity in both the temporal and the spatial frequency domains. Although the details differ for each observer at the same electrode position, multiple narrow spatial frequency tuning is prevalent. (After Tyler, Apkarian & Nakayama.") human and in the monkey, but they are far from the rule. For example, FIGURE 6A shows the contrast responses of a single electrode (electrode 2 seen in FIGURE 4), associated with an extrapolated VEP sensitivity curve for the monkey. First it should be noted that although the contrast functions are linear over quite a range, they often have two limbs, a relatively shallow section at low contrast and a steeper sloped section a t higher contrast. Either function can occur in combination or alone (see below). Although the steep high contrast function has been reported previously," it has f_ I a I elicited little interest. Its existence, however, indicates a separate pattern sensitive mechanism as yet to be revealed by single unit or psychophysical techniques.
Extrapolating the lower contrast threshold curve to zero pV (arrows in FIGURE 6A) yields a set of extrapolated thresholds (dots) which can be compared with the monkey psychophysical data. This can be seen in FIGURE 6B. The fit of the extrapolated monkey VEP to monkey psychophysics is rather good, both in the shape and the absolute magnitude of the sensitivity curves. This is a rare example, however, of such a close match. Under other circumstances the agreement is much worse. Note that in FIGURE 7, the extrapolated VEP curve bears no similarity to the psychophysics. The reason for this poor fit is important to note. It does not fit because at electrode 3, 4. 5, and 6, (as depicted in FIGURE 4) there is no low-frequency contrast portion of the VEP versus log contrast function, leaving only the steep higher contrast curve. Extrapolating this remaining steep higher contrast to zero p V leads to a high VEP threshold which does not fit the psychophysics. Thus, it should be of no surprise that the VEP versus spatial frequency curve will show some large departures from the psychophysics. The fit will depend heavily on which contrast function is present and obviously on the contrast that is used to obtain the spatial frequency function. FIGURE 6C (bottom right panel), for example, shows the change in spatial frequency tuning obtained from a single electrode placement for 3 different contrast levels. As contrast is increased, one reaches the steeper higher contrast portion of just some of the functions shown on the left of FIGURE 6, and, as a consequence, the spatial frequency tuning is much more sharply tuned.
Before suggesting a neurophysiological framework to interpret the above results, one needs to establish that such a framework is indeed necessary; that the responses, for example, are not due to an electrical artifact, namely, the cancellation of opposing polarity signals from more broadly tuned mechanisms. This purely electrical interpretation seems unlikely for several reasons. First, the temporal phases of the two peaks in the human spatial frequency response were often very close and there was no indication that many of the multiple peaks could be explained by opposite polarity responses canceling." Second, under some conditions individual peaks could disappear almost completely without affecting other peaks. This was especially prominent for some cases of monocular versus binocular stimulation as shown in FIGURE 2. Finally, the monkey results often showed only one very sharp spatial frequency peak (as seen in FIGURE 4) a t relatively high spatial frequencies. Thus, there was no second mechanism that could electrically cancel to result in the narrowly tuned peak.
The similarity between the steady-state pattern VEP seen in the human and that in the monkey is noteworthy, especially in light of the very large differences in the gross layout of the striate and parastriate cortex in each species. In humans the primary cortex is mostly buried within the mesial walls of the posterior lobe and within the calcarine fissure. In contrast, the secondary cortex is exposed. In the macaque, it is almost the reverse, with much of the striate cortex exposed over the posterior cortical region and the parastriate fields buried." The similarities of the steady-state pattern VEP in both man and monkey, especially in light of these gross anatomical differences, indicates that it must be the microanatomical or microphysiological aspects of the cortex that lead to this degree of VEP specificity.
Although many interpretations are possible a t this microanatomical level, one broad conclusion seems indicated, namely, that the surface VEP records only a fraction of the cortical neurons which might be thought to respond to the stimulus and which could be expected to be involved in perception. For example, consider the human curves seen in FIGURE 2 and 3 and the monkey data seen in FIGURE 4. For these electrode placements, no VEP is evident over a t least some range of spatial/ temporal frequencies that are visible to the person or the animal. One hypothesis to explain such a result is that of neural "resonance."" This hypothesis suggests that the repetitive nature of the stimulus required to obtain a steady-state VEP brings out narrow tuning characteristics in certain sets of cortical neurons. For example, neurons having certain spatial characteristics (namely, a given receptive field size) might also share similar temporal characteristics, similar time constants in feedback loops, cable constants, and so on. As such, they may be extremely selective to the temporal frequency of the stimulus. By using the term "resonance" rather loosely, it is not assumed that it is identical to the concept of resonance used in linear theory. In fact, many of the narrow temporal peaks are likely to be due to nonlinear processes. Before considering this hypothesis in further detail, however, it would be best to consider the results of another relevant neurophysiological technique, that provided by the measurement of the VEP at different cortical depths.
CURRENT SOURCE DENSITY ANALYSIS
A second possible approach in the search for a physiological interpretation of evoked potentials is that of current source density analysis, a technique which has had a long history,I6 but which has only recently become applicable to the VEP. This endeavor has been furthered most recently by a pair of tutorial papers"*'* followed by an important set of papers elucidating the electrically elicited field potentials obtained in various visual structures by Mitzdorf and Because the mathematical reasoning, the assumptions, and the description of the CSD technique are well described in the above papers, the reader is urged to consult them for details. In essence, the approach can be seen as having several aspects. First is the application of electromagnetic theory to the field potential distribution in neural tissue. If one assumes homogeneity and horizontal translation symmetry in two dimensions, a one-dimensional current source/sink distribution can be obtained by estimating the spatial second derivative of potential with respect to cortical depth. As such, this first part of the endeavor is an exercise in applied physics and is relatively straightforward. It estimates the net sink or source contribution for particular cortical depths. A more difficult problem is to provide an interpretation of the sink/source distributions in terms of neuronal activity. This latter task is not straightforward, and, as has been pointed out by others," it requires a wealth of additional knowledge, including the detailed anatomy and physiology of cortical tissue.
The measurement of field potentials at different depths of cortex can be obtained in several ways. Early experiments advanced the electrode in small increments to the cortex, measuring the field potentials at successive depths. More recently, many laboratories are beginning to use multiple electrode arrays, either using metal electrodes or multiple pipettes, as reported by Vaughan in this volume.23 The primary work in visual structures was collected by using electrical stimulation of the afferent track~.'~-'' Of significance is the fact that an X, Y system as inferred from conduction velocities could be segregated at the level of cortex in cat and monkey. Furthermore, new X, Y subdivisions, not previously described, were noted in the LGN of cat" and now confirmed by intracellular H R P injection technique^.'^ Of particular importance to those interested in the interpretation of the surface VEP is the relevance of the "open" versus "closed" field current generators (as originally described by Lorente de No.25) It determines whether a given set of synaptic currents in the depths will be visible as a surface VEP. For example, electrical stimulation of area-18 afferents in the cat leads to a prominent surface positivity which is the result of sinks in layer IV and adjacent sources above.*' This dipolar sheet configuration generates large potentials even as far away as the cortical surface. With the electrically evoked activity in the monkey striate cortex, however, it appears that the potential deflections seen a t the cortical surface is but a pale reflection of the voltages seen in the depths.*' Current source density analysis of these monkey field potentials suggests a reason for this difference, showing the predominance of "closed field" sink/source distributions in the striate cortex of the monkey, at least for electrical stimulation. Closed field source/sink distributions are not dipolar, but are "sandwich" like, showing a sink bounded by sources above and below. As a result, these currents do not generate appreciable potential deflections at distant sites.
Our preliminary studies of the monkey striate cortex in response to visual rather than electrical stimulationz6 reveal additional features. In brief, the recording electrode consisted of a set of 16 insulated stainless steel wires (50 pm in diameter) arranged in a parallel array. Ends are cut so as to provide a vertical contact separation of 150 pm between adjacent recording poles. With our electronically matched 8-channel amplifier system, every other contact could be recorded simultaneously and the stimulus was then repeated for the recording from the 8 other channels. Because the differentiation grid used for the current source density calculations was 300 pm, all CSDs were calculated from field potentials obtained simultaneously, removing one of the most important sources of extraneous variability.
In FIGURE 8 we see the field potentials obtained for two intensities of stroboscopic flash for different cortical depths. FIGURE 9 shows the corresponding CSD profiles. Several aspects should be noted. First is the fact that the predominantly positive surface potential is very small compared to the large negative potentials seen in the depths. Note the degree to which the sinks and sources are spatially localized by the CSD analysis and the fact that there is great consistency of this sink source distribution when comparing high versus low intensity flash (compare the right versus left column in FIGURE 9). In both cases, the earliest response is a set of two prominent sinks, the lowest most probably in layer IV (see later), each bordered by a prominent source above. This is then followed by a sequence of current source densities of opposite polarity at the same depth. Small though consistent indications of an early and later sink can also be seen in the bottom CSD tracings, possibly reflecting excitatory activity of layer VI afferents. The main difference between the two intensities of flash is the duration and latency of the deflections. Although the response of the dimmer Rash is smaller and slower, it has the same spatial structure. Thus the neuronal elements activated by dim Rash appear as nearly identical to those activated by the higher intensity flash.
Two general features of the data deserve further emphasis. First is the fact that in comparison to the depths, the potentials seen at the surface are very small. Second is the rather complex, and yet reliable, pattern of sources and sinks that can be derived from these potentials. This indicates the existence of a "closed field" situation mentioned earlier although it does not prove that the individual neurons themselves have closed field characteristics. In particular, the synaptic currents of several neuronal classes might summate to generate a net cancellation of current when seen from the surface. These results indicate that at least for strobe Rash in monkey striate cortex, the surface evoked potential is a poor indicator of cortical activity immediately below the electrode.
So far we have confined ourselves to the localization of net transmembrane current sources and sinks from a CSD analysis of cortical field potentials. This leaves unanswered the question as to the physiological interpretation of such CSD profiles. essentially all electrically elicited field potentials in the visual system, including surface potentials, are reflections of excitatory synaptic currents. Thus the distribution of sinks indicates the relative strength of excitatory synapses whereas the distribution of sources primarily reflects the associated outward loop closing currents adjacent to these excitatory synapses. As such, inhibition in the form of IPSPs makes a negligible contribution of field potentials and associated CSDs in the visual cortex.
In brief, Mitzdorf and Singer's argument runs as follow^:'^ Extracellular voltage differences are due to extracellular current flow, which in turn originates from transmembrane current Row. Most current flow in neural tissue is capacitative. Thus, transmembrane current is roughly proportional to the first time derivative of membrane potential. Because the slope of the rising phase of EPSPs of visual neurons is about ten times greater than for IPSPs, EPSPs contribute much more to the extracellular current flow. This difference is further exaggerated by the fact that the slope of the rising part of the EPSP is likely to be underestimated by conventional intracellular recording. Excitatory synapses are generally thought to reside mainly on the dendrites of cells (for example, on dendritic spines), whereas inhibitory synapses are closer to the somata. Therefore, the waveforms of EPSPs will show disproportionate low-pass filtering at the somatic intracellular recording site and are even faster relative to IPSPs then intracellular records might indicate. In addition to this biophysical reasoning, preliminary pharmacological results with nembutal and picrotoxin (presumed agonists and antagonists of cortical inhibition) appear consistent with this concl~sion?~ Assuming such a hypothesis regarding the origins of field potentials, Mitzdorf and were able to trace out a plausible flow of excitation through the laminae of the cat and monkey cortex with an interpretation that is consistent with many aspects of anatomy. As such, it lends further credence to their assumption regarding the centrality of excitation in generating visual field potentials. Because of its obvious importance in the interpretation of VEP origins, this hypothesis deserves greater attention and demands more experimental support. In particular, it needs to be seen whether it can be generalized to visual stimulation in addition to electrical stimulation.
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CONCLUDING DISCUSSION
So far, I have described two approaches in the study of the VEP. Our long-range objective is to combine both approaches: to use fine stimulus control to isolate different cortical mechanisms and then to make current source density measurements to determine the anatomical location of such mechanisms. Although we have not reached this goal as yet, observations with each technique permit some tentative conclusions.
First is the finding that although there may be little in the way of a surface potential, there can be large and complex patterns of synaptic currents in the depths. The converse can also be true, namely, that a very simple set of sink/source distributions (especially if it has an "open field" configuration) can lead to large potentials on the surface.20
Given these considerations regarding the depth distribution of synaptic currents and given the "neural resonance" hypothesis mentioned earlier, one can begin to see how the steady-state VEP could be so narrowly tuned with respect to spatial and temporal frequency. Narrow spatial frequency tuning might result from a restricted set of cells which have "open field" dipole characteristics and which are also particularly sensitive to a small range of temporal and spatial frequencies.
If true, the above hypothesis presents itself as either a set of problems to be overcome and/or opportunities to be exploited. It is a problem if we wish to use the visual evoked potential as a simple one-to-one substitution for psychophysics. For example, if we wished to obtain the full contrast sensitivity function from a human observer, a single VEP amplitude versus spatial frequency function would be too biased. We could overcome this problem, however, by recording from several areas of the human scalp, and over a range of temporal frequencies, thereby obtaining an envelope of many curves which would more closely approximate the psychophysics. In fact, if we were interested in only one aspect of the contrast sensitivity curve, the upper acuity limit, for example, the technique of obtaining only one curve at one temporal frequency and at one electrode location (if properly chosen) is surprisingly good.28 As such, the selective nature of VEP recording can pose problems but they are surmountable.
What can be said for the specific opportunity afforded by VEP selectivity? Because the spatial frequency tuning of the gross VEP recorded from the scalp can be as sharp as the tuning seen for single neurons, we are presented with the tantalizing possibility that these spatial and temporal frequency peaks represent discrete neural entities sharing the same specific trigger features as well as a common neuronal geometry and anatomical classification.
Easy isolation of such "entities" for a given observer a t a given electrode site does not come without some additional effort or without some luck, however. Field potentials, in contrast to single unit recordings, have the property of long distance propagation and summation. Thus, a t any electrode site one can record voltages from anywhere else in the brain. Therefore, it is highly likely that, unless specific care is taken, many mechanisms will be "visible" and it will be difficult to isolate each hypothetical mechanism if t h e overlap is too great. In favorable cases (as shown in FIGURE 2) it appears that the isolation is rather good, but in other cases it is not.29 O n e possible approach to achieve a greater isolation in humans is to supplement the fine stimulus control afforded by spatial mechanism Dr. Shapley described in the LGN? It occurs to me that he also described a "speeding up of the Y ganglion cell responses of the retina as a function of contrast" which leads me to the question of whether or not you considered VEP phase versus contrast curves.
K. NAKAYAMA: We have done that, and we do see a speeding up right off. At the moment though, I do not know quantitatively how much the response speeds up.
